
Title WHICH BEVERAGE STAINS 
YOUR TEETH THE MOST?



     There is much information on the topic of which beverage stains your 
teeth.Christopher S. Vargas' project is which beverage stains more,green tea, coffee, 
tea, chocolate, Pepsi, grape juice, cranberry juice, or Tang stain teeth the most. 
Grape juice was the  one that stains the egg the most.He now knows that grape 
juice would stain the egg and the teeth the most.  (Please see reference slide)
    
On the first day of testing their experiment the egg that was coke was stained, 
coffee was the most staind so far tea was the one that had least of the stains . On 
the second day coffee had the darkest stain on the coke or tea. On the third day 
coffee still was the one stained the darkest that tea and coffee. Coffee was the one 
that was stained the most. (Please see reference slide)

On the first day of testing their experiment the egg that was coke was stained, 
coffee was the most staind so far tea was the one that had least of the stains . On 
the second day coffee had the darkest stain on the coke or tea.On the third day 
coffee still was the one stained the darkest that tea and coffee. Coffee was the one 
that was stained the most.(https://prezi.com)
Two Facts:  He soaked them for six days
He wanted to see if temperature messes up the staining.
Source Citation:http:(Please see reference slide)According to Deltadentalmn, they said 
grape juice stains the most.
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Introductions/Research



● .Which beverages stain your teeth? The objective of this 
experiment is to see the effects of beverages on teeth (eggs)

Question/Problem

Hypothesis / Predictions
●  I hypothesized that Coca-Cola would stain your 

teeth more than tea and coffee because it is 
acidic and has caramel coloring  . There is some 
research that has been done on that Coca-Cola 
would stain your teeth (eggs)  because they is 
more acidic than other beverages I am going to 
use in my experiment.



●  1 liter cola soda
● 1 liter of black coffee
●  1 liter of sweet tea
●  2 dozen white medium eggs 
● 7 plastic cups clear cups (6 oz )
●  computer 
● science fair logbook 
● 1 Sharpie 
●  1 Notepad 
●  1 Soft Pencil
● 2 Rags
● 1 phone clock
● teeth whitening  color chart for color measurement

●  1 liter cola soda
● 1 liter of black coffee
●  1 liter of sweet tea
●  2 dozen white medium eggs 
● 7 plastic cups clear cups (6 oz )
●  computer 
● science fair logbook 
● 1 Sharpie 
●  1 Notepad 
●  1 Soft Pencil
● 2 Rags
● 1 phone clock
● teeth whitening  color chart for color measurement

          Materials



Procedures
Get a medium size pot ? 

Measure one cup of water 

Put ¾ of the water in the pot ?

Turn on stove to medium high

Boil water for 8 minutes

Put 2 dozen egg in the pot that has the boiling water

Boil 2 dozen eggs on your stove for 12 minutes

Write in your notepad  with a pencil how much drink you put in each cup

Grab 9 6oz plastic cups

Mark the cups with the name of the beverage with a sharpie

Fill one 6oz cup with coke

Fill one 6oz cup with gold peak sweet tea

Fill one 6oz cup with black coffee

When the eggs are ready put one egg in the coke and have it soak in coke for 24 hours,7 times 

Grab another egg and put it in the cup with gold peak sweet tea after 24 hours and test it 7 times 

Grab another egg and put it in the cup with the black coffee after 24 hours and test it 7 times

Then grab the eggs that have been soaked in the drinks and see which one is stained the egg the most.

Then put it in your logbook

Grab another egg and put it in the cup with gold peak sweet tea after 
24 hours and test it 7 times 

Grab another egg and put it in the cup with the black coffee after 24 
hours and test it 7 times

Then grab the eggs that have been soaked in the drinks and see which 
one is stained the egg the most.

Then put it in your logbook

Grab 24 (9 oz) plastic cups

Mark the cups with the name of beverage and letter with a sharpie. Example Coffee A, B, C, D, E, F, G.  You will 
need to have 8 cups total per drink 1 for the control and 7 for the drink.

Fill 7 cups with 7 oz of coke. 

Fill 7 cups with 7 oz of Arizona sweet tea

Fill 7 cups  with 7 oz 0f black coffee

Fill 3 cups with 7 oz of plain water.

Place one egg in each of the cups and leave to sit overnight.

After the 24 hours gently remove each egg and grade the stain using a teeth whitening chart.   

Log all notes on your log book.

        Procedures



Variables

● Independent- changing beverages
● Dependent- same time same temperature data
● Control - used water for control and same amount of 

beverage in each cup 

              Variables



The results were expected because I did my research before doing the experiment to see if I was going to be correct 
and I thought  Coke was going to stain the most because coke is more acidic than any other beverage I had for my 
project. I did seven trails of the three beverages that I used for my experiment.

 
The results were expected because I did my research before doing the experiment to 
see if I was going to be correct and I thought  Coke was going to stain the most 
because coke is more acidic than any other beverage I had for my project. I did seven 
trails of the three beverages that I used for my experiment.

 

Results and Data

Color key used for comparator 



Results: Data Table

Trials Water(control) Black Coffee Sweet Tea Coke

T 1 1 13 14 17

T2 1 5 14 17

T3 1 11 15 17

T4 1 13 15 17

T5 1 12 15 17

T6 1 12 18 18

T7 1 10 17 17

AVG 1 67.4 93.4 105.4

Results: Data Table



Results: Data GraphResults: Data Graph



For this experiment,my hypothesis was contradicted One reason 
why my science experiment was a success is because I made sure 
that the drink was filled at the same measurement as the others, 
made sure I didn't put the same drink in the cup twice,

         Conclusion



Implications and Ideas for Future Research…

For future research I would see if temperatures 
affect staining at all,and a larger sample size as 
10 cups. And have the drink sit for two days 
instead one day.

Implications and Ideas for Future 
Research…
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